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S

ome of our members
have started a new
trend. With paint, decals, chrome, ornaments, and even stereo
speakers, they create
typewriters that are ready
to roll down the street in style.
Secretary-Treasurer:
They’re called “low writers.”
Herman Price
±
German translation:
Just
kidding.
The
Voss low writer
Norbert Schwarz
you see here is another fantasy machine—it exists only in my imagina©2006 ETCA. Published quarterly.
tion and in Photoshop. But wouldn’t it
Subscription: $30, North America;
be fun?
$35 elsewhere. ISSN 1062-9645
±
The story of the Alexis proves that
there are still new discoveries to be
made in typewriter history. A less dramatic but still interesting discovery is
• James Alexander Wallace (1845 the Betz Visible recently purchased
1906), inventor of the Alexis typewriter by Will Davis. This is a previously
• Main Street, Alexis, Illinois
unknown name variant of the Harris
Visible,
marketed by the Frank S. Betz
• Angie Jimenez with an Alexis in the
Company of Hammond, Indiana. A
Alexis Museum
neat detail: the pharmacist’s keyboard.
±
Vintage photos here and on page 7
It
may
sometimes
seem that memare printed by courtesy of Mrs. Cheryl
bership in ETCA means nothing more
(Wixson) Gocken, greatgranddaughter than receiving ETCetera—but that’s
of James A. Wallace.
not so. Last month, all individual members should have received a catalogue
for a typewriter auction in Chicago,
including some notable machines such
as a Keystone, a Crandall, and two Allens. I provided mailing labels to the
auctioneer, George Glastris, because
I igured you’d all want to know about
this event. (Psst: Check our back page
for some leftovers!) If you are planning
a collectors’ get-together or a sale, or
have some other good reason to write
to your fellow members, just let me
know; I can send you some labels too.
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±
I certainly hope you’ve enjoyed ETC
etera this year and will be subscribing
again for 2007. You can look forward
to another 48 pages of stories and pictures, in full color.
As you will see on the enclosed renewal notice, I have to raise the ETCA
dues by ive dollars. Dues have stayed
at their current level since 1995, despite
inlation and higher postage costs. In
order to break even, I must increase
the price slightly. This year’s shortfall
of about $500 has been covered by a
generous donation from Dan NortonMiddaugh as well as by some of my
own money. Thanks, Dan!
This is also the place to thank others
who’ve helped me get through the irst
year: Herman Price, our dedicated secretary-treasurer; regular contributors
Will Davis and Peter Weil; Norbert
Schwarz, our German translator; and
everyone who has sent in photos, stories, and letters, including Bob Aubert,
Uwe Breker, Tony Casillo, Dennis
Clark, Tilman Elster, Martin Howard,
Angie Jimenez, Shannon Johnson, Jos
Legrand, John Lewis, Frank Lindauer,
Flavio Mantelli, Fritz Niemann, Ettore
Poccetti, John Wilkinson, and Reinmar Wochinz. Thank you, friends!

Behind the Alexis
by A.F. (Angie) Jimenez with Tifany Lair

W

hen I signed up for the Fall meeting of lieving that it was a little bit “strange” for
I also found a copy of all the lots and
the Linotype University of Denmark, me to be calling around! For several days, I properties of the census of 1880 in Alexis.
Iowa, I never imagined the chain of events tried to call Ms. Terry Clevenger, who was
I made several calls to Alexis before this
that was going to follow.
the lady from whom Flavio bought his type- trip, but the most important one was to Mr.
A few days later, August 11th, 2006, Jack writer. No luck.
Don McKelvey, proprietor of “My Store.”
Tanner, a member of the online TYPEI found that Monmouth (pop. 9000) is He advised that he was going to be at the
WRITERS list, wrote: “Has anyone ever the seat of Warren County, Ill. (Alexis is store until noon on Tuesday. I left early
heard of a typewriter called Alexis?” With- only 10 miles from Monmouth.) Being a Ro- in the a.m., and just a few minutes later I
in a few days, several of us started making tarian, I checked if Monmouth had a Ro- was looking at the Alexis sign. I stopped
inquiries. No book that we had ever seen tary club. They certainly do. I established and took a video. The beautiful countryshowed anything about an Alexis type- contact with an extremely nice gentleman, side, with corn ields as far as you can see,
writer. All of us started the search. Google’s Mr. Gary Judy. We agreed that I was to try the corn stalks now yellow, waiting for big
shares possibly went up during those days, to be at their Monday lunch meeting on machines to cut them down to be used as
or the U.S. government may have decided September 18th. I lew from Houston to fertilizer for the new year. It was a beautiful
to check on the increased use of the word Des Moines, Iowa the day before and left day and with some trepidation I started my
“Alexis.” A terrorist code-named Alexis? the following morning at 7 am, with a bunch irst of several trips to this little town that
Jim Gehring found a genealogy study that of maps. I missed my irst turn! But inally I was the cradle of so many typical but great
said a James Wallace made a typewriter in made it with one minute to spare. The Pres- stories of this great country.
Alexis, Illinois. Jack Tanner came up with a ident of the Club, Mrs. Marcia Judy, asked
In 1870, a new town was born in Illinois,
group of pictures showing, for the irst time me to say a few words about “What is an named Alexander. This name was quickly
for most of us, an index typewriter with the Argentinean from Houston doing in War- changed to Alexis in honor of the Grand
very clear name of Alexis and with a stamp ren County, Illinois?” I introduced myself, Duke Alexis, heir to the Russian throne, afshowing the patent date of March 18, 1890. and I explained that I collect typewriters. I ter he toured this country hunting bufalo.
Dirk Schumann’s database came to the res- don’t know about you, but sometimes I feel Alexis became the American home of the
cue and Paul Robert came up with the an- like being at an AA meeting saying: “I am Clydesdale when Col. Robert Holloway, one
swer: James A. Wallace, of Alexis, Ill. Type an alcoholic!” To my nice surprise, I did not
of the town’s founders, imported the irst
writing machine. Patent No. 423,644.
see a single sneer or laugh. Several hands Clydesdale horses into the area. Alexis lies
raised immediately: “How can we help you?” in two counties, Mercer and Warren, but is
So I got my irst introduction, not only to only 36 square blocks (6x6), with the typical
the usual and well known Rotary friendship, Broadway and Main St. If you print a map
but to the Midwest of the USA. Introduc- from the Internet, you can follow me!
tions were ofered to everybody who could
I found My Store at 106 S. Main Street.
help me, including a meeting right there Mr. McKelvey was curious, respectful but
with the manager of the best hotel in town. careful. After my irst explanations, and now
I spent the afternoon at the County in a friendly manner, which I found all over
Clerk’s oice, where I found my irst contown, he called two important contacts: Ms.
tact with Mr. James A. Wallace: I located
Terry Clevenger, owner of the Alexis typehis marriage license with Louisa Susan
writer owned now by Flavio Mantelli, and
Meeker, this being his third marriage and
Ms. Bonnie Brown, director of the Alexis
the irst for her. JAW was 36 years old, and
Old Alexis Opera House
Museum and great-granddaughter of Col.
the date was 1882. After that, I was lucky
Holloway. Both locations two blocks away!
I realized, looking at the map, that Alex- again. I found the articles of incorporation
My irst visit to the museum was reis, Illinois is only 50 miles from Denmark, of the Alexis Manufacturing Company:
Iowa, and it would be fun to go. A few days
Date of incorporation: June nd, 1890. Patent
later, Flavio Mantelli sent me a private mes- was granted Mar. 18, 1890. Capital $1,000, with
sage, and after an exchange of messages, 40 shares of $5.00 each issued.
he gave me the irst solid proof of another
Partners: James A. Wallace (4 shares), C.W.
Alexis known to exist. He thanked me for Postlewait ( shares), A. Weed, Perry Anderson,
one of my messages mentioning details of J.I. Porter (4 shares), F.S. Talbot ( shares), J.B.
the town, because using that information, Porter, M.C. Porter ( shares), H.W. Gamble (
he was very smart and found his way to one shares), C.B. Porter (1 share), Thomas Overidge
of the Alexis typewriters, which he pur- (1 share), W.M. Humphreys (1 share). Directors:
chased from the owner in Alexis! [See pg. 7.]
L.O. Boostrom ( shares), W.G. Stevenson, Perry
I started to make calls. My irst call was Anderson, C.W. Postlewait, J.B. Porter and A.
to the town librarian, Ms. Mary Avis Rich- Weed. M.C. Porter is a signator of the Patent ap
ardson, who was sharp with me, possibly be- plication. The other is D.M. Harkrader.
Bonnie Brown
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I imagine JAW showing his ideas to his
ceived as usual, with courtesy, but with tion and we chatted for a few minutes. I
some caution toward this guy with a funny asked about her sweet accent, recognizing it, town friends, with their not very conident
accent showing pictures and patents. That and she answered pronto: and where is your looks … this widower walking back home
changed very fast, and Ms. Brown has been accent from? We decided that she could and talking with ive- or six-year-old Nina
(her mother had died a few years back) and
the most patient person with me, asking keep the Falkland Islands!
From there, I charged to the location, fol- telling her of his dreams. He will do it, he
questions and more questions. And now I
had the pleasure of seeing, at the bottom lowed by her. Here it is! Here is the resting will manufacture this typewriter and show
of a glass case, a little index machine, next place of Mr. James Alexander Wallace, de- the world this invention that will revolutionto some big old accounting machine and ceased on 18 January 1906, together with his ize the writing process … On May 18, 1889
a quite rusted Underwood 5. I pulled out, daughter Nina Etta Wallace Wixson, who the request for approval of the patent is pretrembling, the little jewel. I am Latin, so was born 12 February 1883 and died 7 August sented to the U.S. Government, and it is ia few tears came out and my voice broke 1969. It is sure that Nina buried her father nally approved on March 18, 1890. Between
down. That was the minute that I started to here, but his original stone was changed to this time and June 1890, JAW convinced
identify with this enigmatic JAW. How did have both father and daughter together. She much of the citizenship of Alexis to put in a
this carpenter from this little town think to took care of him for several years. This was few dollars each, with a $100 maximum, and
invent this machine? How did he learn to my irst contact with JAW, and now I was many with $25 each. Was it at this time that
more interested than ever to ind out more the manufacture of the samples began? Arapply for a patent?
ticles in several newspapers talked about the
I left the museum, as I wanted to visit the about him and his times.
invention, with ads and ideas coming from
cemetery. The cemetery is at the northeast
the inventor and proliic writer. How many
end of town, completely open, with manidid they manufacture? Are there more parts
cured lawns. I parked my car in the middle,
or any other typewriter hidden in some atby the lagpole, started walking, and started
tic in some place in the country? Slowly but
recognizing names—Porter, Postlewait, etc.
surely, Tifany and I will ind out.
I ended at Perry Anderson’s mausoleum, the
Being a little bit late, I decided to try my
only one in the whole place. But no JAW …
luck at the Village Pub. If you like onion
I decided that this was a losing battle. I’d
rings, small, crackling and incredibly good,
better follow the advice of Don McKelvey
you better visit this place! At the entrance
and go to the Farmers State Bank to visit
I met Don McKelvey and his wife, and we
their V.P., Ms. Patricia L. Sims. The bank
The next day I met Ms. Terry Clevenger, had dinner together. At the next table sat a
was closed, but through the glass I asked another suspicious lady if I could see Ms. Sims. who sold her typewriter to Flavio Mantelli. very nice lady, and I was introduced to her
She showed up and smiled warmly: “Are Her father was Ted McKnight, who was the
you the ‘typewriter man’? I was expecting main subject of a newspaper article which is
you earlier!” Wow, news spreads like ire in at the Museum. [See pg. 7.] She knows quite
small towns! Ms. Sims is the president of the a bit, and I was lucky that she introduced
Cemetery Association and was extremely me to her daughter, Ms. Tifany Lair, who
nice to make photocopies of all the old plots knows everyone in town and has found all
and give me a list of people buried there. No the contacts and information—without her,
JAW! I showed her the records obtained on this article would not have been possible.
the Internet. She called Ms. Amy Winkler, We have agreed that we will try to edit a litwhom I met a couple of days later. She is tle booklet about James A. Wallace, Alexupdating all records, and advised which one is, and his times, including all kind of old
was the lot that I was looking for. Back to pictures, etc. Ms. Clevenger knew where
the cemetery, and with all my pages on the JAW’s carpentry and manufacturing shop … Ms. Mary Avis Richardson, the director
hood of my car, I tried to make sense of di- was—you could see it from her Cardinal of the Alexis Library (one block from there).
rections. No luck, until a nice lady showed Store! I drove the couple of blocks to look As she was the irst person that I called
up in a little electric car pulling a little dog. at that white building at 100 E. Broadway, from Houston, I reintroduced myself. Yes,
I asked if she could help me and if she was converted now to a paint storage building she now knew better. I was the typewriter
familiar with the cemetery. “Well, Love,” for the Alexis Fire Equipment Company. man from Houston. We agreed that she
was her answer, “you’ve got your --- in my I had the opportunity to go inside, let my would open the library for me and help me
husband’s grave!” Meet my new good friend, imagination go wild, and visit with JAW search—typical of Alexis people!
The following day I visited Ms. Brown at
Ms. Margaret Lawrence, a war bride from and his friends in this building measuring
London. She pointed me in the right direc- about 20 x 60 feet, still with metal tiles on the museum. We started to video the whole
museum. Of course, the star was the little
the walls (!) and ceiling.
Alexis, and I explained, with a good example, that the ding was working perfectly, and
some of us love that little sound! Great examples of antiques from the area, including
a very smart “ice” box to put down in the
water well and cool your food or drinks. We
found records of the United Presbyterian
Church, showing the name of Mr. Kirahan
as the Minister of the Church who married
Margaret Lawrence
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James Alexander Wallace

What instrument did he play? We hope to
ind a picture of the school band in Alexis.
He built a house for his wife Louisa, which
I visited. Small but very strongly built.

Tifany Lair

JAW to Louisa Susan Meeker (26 years old).
Louisa died at the early age of 29 in 1885.
Ms. Brown mentioned that she had thought
that I was the fellow from New York! She
showed a letter from our good friend Tony
Casillo, who is the proud owner of the famous typewriter that Jack Tanner showed
us on the Internet. So now we had three
Alexis known! I asked permission to call
Tony and we discussed details—what is Angie doing in Alexis, etc.
The following day I visited Mr. Gene
Morris, founder of the Alexis Fire Equipment Company. This amazing gentleman,
93 years of age, who moved to Alexis 45
years ago, showed me his basement museum, with all kinds of ireighting equipment,
and his metal and carpenter shop.
Meanwhile, Tifany located the owner of
a fourth Alexis: Julie Kirby. I called Julie and
she promised pictures. [See pg. 6.] She lives
in Illinois and she is not interested in selling her typewriter, but wanted to know as
much as possible. Here is her story:
The typewriter was given to me by my parents,
who live in Alexis. They purchased their irst
house on Scott Street around 1950 from an elderly
woman. My parents weren’t sure if this was her
real name or not, but everyone called her Ber
tie Brown. Ms. Brown had nowhere to stay for
about six months or so following the time she sold
the house to my parents, so they let her stay. She
wanted to pay my parents something but they re
fused. She insisted they accept the typewriter as at
least her token of appreciation. She said she knew
there were not many of those typewriters and she
wanted my parents to have it. So they kept it all of
these years. When my children were younger, they
were fascinated with the typewriter. I also am
an accountant. Because of my children’s interest
and my business related career, my parents felt the
typewriter belonged in my home. We have always
kept it in a safe place knowing it was very old, but
we had no idea it is so rare.
During my ive days in Alexis, I talked
with at least 50 people, and I spent a lot of
time at the cemetery, where I took pictures
of every grave of every partner that JAW
had. I left town, saying a last goodbye to
JAW’s grave. Silly of me? I do not think so.
I hope we can bring back the memory of a
good man, ignored until now by the typewriter community. ±

Born: 4 Oct 1845, Huntington, Pa.
Father: Benjamin Franklin Wallace (18191872), buried Alexis cemetery
Mother: Emaline Porter (1826-1905), buried
Alexis cemetery
Military: 1862-1865. Enlisted 2 Aug 1862 in
Monmouth, Ill. and mustered out 26 June
1865, Nashville, Tenn. Musician in the 83rd
Ill. Infantry.
Description 1862: 5’ 7.5”, brown hair, blue eyes,
light complexion.
Residence, Aug. 1862: Spring Grove, Warren
Co, Ill.
Residence, 1885-1887: Clear Lake, Dakota Territory.
Invented a typewriter (Monmouth Review
Atlas, Aug. 14, 1888)
Occupation, 1900: bicycle repairer, Galesburg, Ill.
Other occupations: writer, photographer
Death: 18 Jan 1906, Galesburg, Knox Co., Ill.
Burial: Alexis Cemetery.

He was a candidate for District Attorney
on the People’s ticket.
An article upon his death mentions: JAW
was a musician, inventor and composer, wrote
poetry and short stories. He invented a typewriter and a sewing machine that used two
spools instead of a bobbin. He invented music for his instrument like the music for player pianos, with holes for notes, before player
pianos came out. He was always the leader of
some kind of band and had his own orchestra.
He could play any kind of instrument. He was
short, rather stout, manly. However, like many
artists, he had a feminine streak, which may
have accounted for his great understanding of
people. If he had not had to struggle against
poverty he might have been a great man. He
was beginning to make money by his writing
when he died suddenly of heart trouble. He
had a bicycle and repair shop in Galesburg, Ill.,
and was giving up his life there to live with his
daughter, Nina, in Alexis, when he died at the
age of sixty, January 18th, 1906.

Married 3 times:
First wife: Darthula Belle Eaton (1850- )
Marriage: 16 Jan 1866, Warren Co., Ill.
Divorced: May 1872
Second wife: Mary J. Williams (1853-1881)
Married: 22 July 1874, Snow Shoe, Center Co.,
Pa.
Third wife: Louisa Susan Meeker.
Married: 26 Jan 1882
She may be buried in Minnesota.

A portrait by Wallace

JAW was a good writer. In a letter posted
to his mother on August 17th, 1864 he writes
about having his legs broken by a pair of mules
and his displeasure with President Lincoln for
not sending enough troops to ight the war.

From one of Wallace’s stories
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The Final Four?

We are aware of four surviving Alexis typewriters. The one pictured below (front and back) was ofered to Tony Casillo
by a dealer. It came in a case stamped “ALEXIS TYPEWRITER” in red, with printed instructions pasted inside.

1
The design of the Alexis shows true originality.
As Tony explains in November’s Typex, it’s a large
device, over 16 inches wide. The paper lies on a lat,
moving carriage. Characters are selected from a
linear index. The printing lever and spacebar are
located at the left rear corner. The shaft protruding
at left is the paper feed roller.
Once the existence of Alexis
#1 became public knowledge,
the ever-resourceful Flavio
Mantelli became the second
collector to ind a machine (see
story at right). His Alexis is
shown here with its type carrier
removed. The carrier originally
had rubber type (now disintegrated), and was inked by a pad
underneath it.

2

3

The machine in
the Alexis Museum
(also pictured on our
cover and page 3)
provides these
closeups of the
index, type carrier,
and bell. Shifting is
achieved by pulling the type carrier
towards the user.

4
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The last known
machine belongs
to Julie Kirby of
Illinois (see page 5).
Characters appear
to be pasted onto
the index of this
Alexis.

knew someone was eventually going to Alexis to try to ind a specimen once the machine showed up on the Yahoo list, so I used my
brain to ind a way to “beat” the others from the other side of the
ocean: I got on the white pages and contacted the barber of the small
town, because I thought he’d be the guy with the most knowledge of
what’s around (in Italy people go to barbers in small towns not only for
a haircut but mostly to chat). In fact, he knew of one Alexis: he gave
me right away the phone number of Terry Clevenger (the daughter of
Ted McKnight, whose father refused to sell to Carl Dietz many years
ago). [See below.] I did not even see the machine, I paid what she asked
and a week later I had it here in Rome, with two newspaper articles
and with the joy of seeing it actually was an Alexis, so I did not waste
my money and I beat Dietz! (How was it possible that Dietz knew of
the Alexis and all of us missed it for decades? What other machines
did he know of that are still out there?)
My Alexis is a complete working model (except the rubber type,
crumbled to dust); however, it does not come with the case. The only
marking I can ind on it is the patent info: “PAT’D.MAR.18.1890.” ±

From a 1974 newspaper article supplied by Terry Clevenger:
Of the 100 of these typewriters manufactured in Alexis, it
is believed that four are still in
the community. Whereabouts
of the others is unknown.
One of these is owned by
Ted McKnight of McKnight
Hardware. The McKnight
family has been linked with
the Alexis community for 104
years, since the village was
founded in 1870. Over these
years the undertaking and
Ted McKnight
hardware businesses have been
operated by the McKnight family. …
The late Hugh R. Moffet, publisher of the Monmouth Review-Atlas,
reported in his “‘Old Timer’ Column” that the Alexis correspondent to
the Review on Aug. 14, 1888, told of the invention of a typewriter by
Wallace. It was said that for simplicity, durability and cost, the typewriter was for all the people. Mr. Moffet commented that he used one of
them a bit, but he indicated it never became a very popular invention.
The Alexis Manufacturing Company, formed to make and sell the
Alexis typewriter, was incorporated and articles iled in the ofice of the
Warren County recorder June 21, 1890. Capital stock was $1,000. Soon
after, it was said ive men were being put to work in the manufacture of
the machine.
Although the St. Louis dealer, through which the Alexis company
bought the dies for their machine, said he could manufacture the machine much cheaper, it was decided to make the typewriter in Alexis.
They would soon be on the market for $15 each.
… Apparently there was another inventor in Alexis, for the same issue of the paper said the Rev. Mr. Sly of Alexis, described as the inventor of the Sly printing press, had invented a cheap mailing machine. …
Several years ago the Milwaukee Museum wanted to buy the old
Alexis typewriter for their display on antique ofice machines from
Ted’s father, the late William McKnight, Sr. … he refused to sell. ±
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Flavio’s Story

No. 29, June 2006
• 1919 articles on the French typewriter industry

No. 24, August 2006
• Meetings in Villars-les-Dombes & Wasselonne
• Fantasy: a steam-powered typewriter

No. 74, September 2006
• Teletypewriters (Lorenz, Siemens, etc.)
• Unusual feature of the Yost No. 15: depress the
spacebar far enough and the next character is capitalized!

August/September 2006
• Typewriters for the blind
October 2006
• Should HBw and HBwAktuell go online?
• Restoring a Continental Standard
November 2006
• Wasselonne meeting report & photos (including a
Minerva and a Japy index prototype)
• The Writing Ball and Nietzsche

Vol. 18, no. 3, August 2006
• Remington portable on a 1938 Arctic expedition
• 1898 A. B. Dick typewriter patent
• Odell restoration, cont’d.; Fox news items, cont’d.
Vol. 18, no. 4, November 2006
• W.K. Jenne obituary (1918)
• Collector Curt Scaglione
• The workings of the Alexis, by Tony Casillo
No. 37, Sept.-Dec. 2006
• “The fantastic ive” English typewriters: Waverley,
English, Gardner, North’s, Maskelyne
• Fox typewriters: quality and beauty
• Antares 20 Eiciency vs. Olivetti Valentine
• Early electric typewriters
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The Burroughs
Standard
Typewriter
by Will Davis

I

n the early 1930s, the Burroughs
Adding Machine Company of
Grand Rapids, Michigan decided that
the time was right to enter the market
with a standard typewriter, which was
to be ofered both as a fully manually
operated machine and also as a partially electriied machine in which the
carriage return would be power-operated. This addition to the Burroughs
line seems ill timed, considering the
Great Depression, and somewhat unlikely; indeed, following the conversion of production during the Second
World War to armaments, the company decided not to restart typewriter production. We are left to wonder
now what the conception behind the
machine was, other than the ability
to ofer a total line of oice machines
(adding, bookkeeping and typewriting all in one house). Our recent acquisition of two Burroughs machines
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has allowed us to
take a look at the design in several ways.
One of the machines was
taken to Craig Burnham’s
Your Typewriter & Computer
for complete overhaul prior to testing, and was completely disassembled
and repaired by Dan Supek. Dan had
a number of observations about the
machine, which he was kind enough
to provide in writing for us; for example, he notes the overcomplication of
a number of parts in the machine, one
in particular being the (double-rollerbearing) escapement, and also the
confusing nature of the design and assembly of all sorts of appurtenances of
the machine. Our conversation indicated that the machine was seemingly
very heavily over-designed, or perhaps
that each individual assembly was designed so as to avoid infringing on pat-

ents
for something already produced somewhere else,
even if only slightly. Dan’s comment
to me (made while the machine was
in a thousand pieces) sums up the entire view of a man with thirty years’
experience in the ield: “Every idea
in this machine is bad, except for the
ones they stole from someone else.”
One might expect this of a design
manufactured so late in the game, as
it were; however, study of the patent
material for the machine reveals that
it was, actually, designed to be revolutionary in at least one way (and fairly
nearly was). The design of the machine, noted immediately by Dan and

known to the author from the patents, involves a concept in construction that was new at the time; the
machine is actually fabricated from
steel side plates, which are stampings,
and which are tied with cross members. The exterior of the machine,
that is what you can see, is not a solid
cast frame as on the vast majority of
typewriters manufactured prior, but
rather a various assortment of facades
or cover plates. This design was described as one which allowed
much easier assembly of the
machine, without having the
whole frame pass along assembly wherein it could be
damaged (requiring touchup at the end) and which
allowed much easier access
to the parts of the machine
while being assembled in the
factory. This design feature
is one commonly assumed to
belong to more modern, portable typewriters, but here
appears in standard machines
in the 1931-1932 time frame.
Operation of the machine
reveals much about its character and design. The overall
arrangement of the machine
is quite familiar, since it is very heavily similar to the contemporary Underwood and Remington machines (and
others in Europe) in the inclusion of a
front-mounted scale and margin settings. The line-space is in the familiar position, although this particular
mechanism is, in its design, perhaps
the absolute last way that anyone
would want to accomplish the desired
task—the mechanism is full of features or design points that would lead
to operational failure, and should be
considered a very weak point.
The key action, or typing feel, must
certainly also rank as one of the dullest, deadest on record, even though it
is quite close in design to the familiar Underwood. Inspection of the
patent drawing might initially make
the reader think that the Underwood
mechanism had been copied, but attention should be called to the key le-

vers. On the Underwood, the key levers are approximately three-quarter
length with the intermediate levers
being hinged at the rear. On the Burroughs, the key levers are full length
and the sub-levers are hinged near the
center. The Burroughs design is thus
actually much closer to several of the
many designs of Jesse Alexander; although Alexander patented numerous
key-lever / type-bar actions, those of
the Burroughs are extremely similar

to some patented by Alexander in the
time frame 1908-1913. None of the
Burroughs patents is assigned to Alexander.
Naturally, then, the advantages to
Burroughs must certainly have been
in the ability to compete on even
footing with Remington Rand in
the ofering of a whole line of oice
products, and in the availability of an
electric-return typewriter. The Burroughs Electric in fact was entirely
similar to the manual standard machine except for the provision of power carriage return and the omission of
line-space lever, the line-spacing also
being performed automatically. The
key-lever action was the same, and
carriage shift was also employed as
in the manual machine. The electric
carriage return feature would be of
more beneit the larger the carriage
itted, and since Burroughs was very

focused on bookkeeping, this feature
would on the surface appear to have
merit. History tells us that even this
did not allow Burroughs to break into
the typewriter market totally successfully, although its business in other
oice machines continued with complete success.
In short, then, our modern-day
inspection of this very late “alsoran” reveals rather poor reviews of
the machine from the standpoint of
an experienced repairman,
and rather poor review from
two experienced typists (myself and my father). We also
know that Burroughs itself
decided that it was not a good
enough proposition to restart
after the war; in fact, in one
inal curious bit of information, we may have an indication that Burroughs was sitting on a number of unsold
machines at the outbreak of
war. During the work on the
Burroughs, Dan Supek had
the opportunity to mention
the machine to two diferent
customers who appeared in
the shop. Both were military
veterans and served during
and after the Second World War, and
both recalled having had Burroughs
typewriters in operation for the military back at that time. Did Burroughs
briely manufacture the machines for
the government before termination of
production? Or did Burroughs have
unsold stock which it supplied for
such use? At this point, we may never
know; both veterans also recalled having disposed of the machines fairly
quickly, which is not a surprise given
our inspection of surviving examples
today. Nothing of the design was anywhere near as rugged or reliable as
the Underwood (or the Woodstock,
or several others for that matter) and
would not have stood up well to serious abuse. Given our knowledge today
that the venture lasted only about a
decade, it is perhaps not too unfortunate that our indings of the machine
and its design are not better. ±
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

y card!” You might have enthusiastically accepted it from a
typewriter salesman a century or more
ago as you shopped for the right technology for your “progressive,” modern
oice.
Business cards for typewriters were
in a category of 19th century marketing
tools that grew out of the calling cards
or visite biletes that developed originally
in France during the previous two centuries. The irst calling cards were playing cards, about the size of a man’s hand.
The caller wrote a note, included her
name and reason for calling on the game
piece, and it was accumulated with others in a small card tray—itself an indication of the status of the receiver. Personalized, printed calling cards soon were
preferred, and their game format contin-

“M

ca. 1877-78

ued well into the early 20th century. The
use of calling cards was socially required
of the upper and the budding middle
classes, with the emphasis on creating
and maintaining relationships based
upon friendship and personal identity.
The calling card was modiied by the
1850s to create the business card, but
the change also drew upon the by-then
existing trade card (see last ETCetera)
as a printed means to reach consumers.
The introduction of the innovation was
marked by a rapid separation of the ways
in which the business cards, as opposed
to calling cards, could be used. Business
cards were about, well, business, about
making money, about giving as little and
getting as much as the card giver could
obtain from the recipient of the card.
Yet the business cards looked like those

socially essential and afection-associated calling cards. The solution to this
inconsistency of intent and meaning was
to disdain and prohibit the profering of
business cards in “social” situations. Instead, mores now required that business
cards only be ofered at a business or, if
at a potential customer’s home, through
the recipient’s servant. Even the latter
brought risk of alienation, because such
an act often implied that the customer
owed money to the business on the
card.
The six cards from the Weil Archives
below are in approximate historical order. There are no dates printed on them,
but the ones assigned to them are based
on other dated advertising ephemera
and historical materials. Enjoy your
“hand.”±

ca. 1899

ca. 1907
ca. 1897

ca. 1897
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ca. 1908

Show & Tell .................................................Typing at Sears

J

ohn Lewis of Albuquerque, N.M., lent us a wonderful collection of stereo views of Sears, Roebuck & Co. headquarters in Chicago, dating from 1907. There are 50 three-dimensional pictures of various departments in the vast building, including these
photos that show how important typewriters were at Sears.

No. : Making a record of the customer’s order. About 500 women worked in this room. “These young women are far above the average in intelligence, the very nature of their work requiring that they should be well educated, that the orders from our customers
may be intelligently handled. … The work of transcribing customers’ orders to merchandise order tickets is performed on special
typewriters [Elliott-Fisher book typewriters]; four hundred of these typewriters being in use at the present time. … The roar of
four hundred typewriters, hurrying messengers delivering new orders and collecting inished orders, the intense application of
every employe in this department conveys to our visitors a most adequate idea of the immense volume of business transacted in
this great merchandising institution every twenty-four hours….”

No. 6: Stenographic department. “[150-200] young women are engaged in transcribing letters dictated by correspondents throughout
the institution. … Over ten thousand letters are written in this department each day, and as these are handled upon schedule time,
no letter can remain in the department longer than two hours. … On an average ten thousand letter heads and twenty thousand
second sheets used in making carbon copies for our records are consumed in this department daily.” The typewriters? Olivers. ±
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A Visit to Atlantique City
by Bob Aubert

T

he Atlantique City Show was held this year on Saturday, October 14th and
Sunday, October 15th at the Atlantic City Convention Center. The 13th was
set-up day, so I went then to get a better idea what was available of interest
to oice machine collectors. It’s possible for the general public to buy earlybird tickets for the day and hopefully ind something unusual at a bargain price.
However, the price of the tickets discourages most people. Since I promised to
write an article for ETCetera, I received a “Media Pass.”
Would you believe I found a guy liquidating a typewriter collection? Well,
apparently I hit the jackpot in New Jersey’s Gambling Capital! I bought an aluminum Ford, Blick Electric, and Travis for under two grand! Unfortunately, all
three pieces need work, but I suppose it might be worth the efort if I live long
enough to inish them. I could have bought a Jackson, an Automatic, and a Universal Crandall, but the dealer insisted on cash! By this time my wallet was completely empty, and I left the ATM card at home. Grrrr..... Oh well, some lucky
fellow went home on Saturday grinning from ear to ear.
There were several hundred dealers at the Show, but only three had typewriters. One was ofering an Odell No. 3 in poor condition for $550 and another featured a pristine Blickensderfer No. 5 with original instruction booklet for $295.
I also saw a “burnt cream” Royal portable in good condition for $125. There were
a couple of mechanical calculators in a dealer’s case, but he wasn’t there, so I was
unable to get a price. All in all, the show would have been a disappointment for
most typewriter bufs.
However, if you had other interests, there was lots to see and some very ine
things available. I especially enjoyed displays of antique radios, Victrolas, slot
machines, tools, and other mechanical items. Several dealers featured Victorian
furniture and jewelry. One of the most memorable was a huge display of entertainment memorabilia. The Atlantique City Show is certainly well worth the
price of admission and a great opportunity to acquire something of lasting value.
By the way, everything I wrote in paragraph two was pure fantasy concocted simply to pique your interest! ±

The Ford Type
writer Co. made all
parts, including the
copper front cage, for
the  versions of the Ford,
including the French Hurtu
and the German Knoch. These
were delivered to Paris and Saal
feld, where they were assembled.
As only 1 Hurtu and  Knoch
still exist, it seems to me they
never really came on the Eu
ropean market and were
produced in a onetime
small quantity, for exhi
bitions or trade shows.
My Knoch has serial num
ber 5*G (G for German)
while my Ford has 8*; both
numbers are at the same
place and show the same as
terisk behind the digits. Both
my machines have a cast iron
base (not aluminum). As for
the Hurtu, I never had a
chance to get one—unfortu
nately! —Uwe Breker
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Marketplace
For sale: Remington No. 2, good
condition. Nina Heitz, 215-862-9259,
dcheitz@comcast.net.
For sale: unsold machines from Nov. 11
auction: 2 American Flyers; Comptometer; 6 Coronas; Electromatic;
Elliott-Fisher; 2 Hebrew Hermes;
Junior toy; Mignon; Oliver 3 & 5;
Remington 2, 6, 7; Remingon Junior
(3-bank); 4 Remington portables;
Royal 1, 5, 10; Smith Premier 2, 10;
teletype; Tom Thumb; Underwood
3; Underwood portables; Varityper;
Wellington 2. George Glastris, Edison Gallery, Chicago, 617-359-4678,
glastris@edisongallery.com.
Wanted: Bing carriage spring drum,
and the other half of my half
Merritt. Jos Legrand, Maastricht,
Netherlands, jjlegrand@hetnet.nl.
Does anyone know the function of this
attachment on Fritz Niemann’s Caligraph?
Send answers/guesses to the editor.

New on the Shelf
Uwe Breker: Knoch
Will Davis: Betz Visible (Harris)
Thomas Fürtig: Yost 11, Russian
Remington 11, D.S. (Stoewer Elite),
Melotyp (music typewriter based on
Archo 10), Fay Sholes 9, Winsor
Special de Luxe (Spanish portable ca.
1950), Fox 25, Sun 4, Demountable 1,
Vittoria, Azmatype (Japanese, based
on LC Smith 8)
Flavio Mantelli: Alexis, decorated
Sholes & Glidden, Odell 1a
(pawfoot)
Richard Polt: Helios-Klimax, Ideal A4
Herman Price: Dactyle 9, Victoria
(Famos), Oliver Latina 13 (nickeled
version of 11), Tell (aka Mitex, rare
predecessor to Bar-Let), Bing 1
Peter Weil: Barr blotter, Wagner Underwood 4, Yost advertising button
Reinmar Wochinz: Remington 4,
Darling, Crown index
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